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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present two design guidelines, causal order
and continuity, to be used as rules of thumb for designing
intuitive interactions based on principles of causal
reasoning. We propose that designing interactions to behave
like real-world systems of cause and effect makes them
more intuitive. Using these basic principles avoids the
limitations inherent to specific metaphors.
In three
experiments, participants solved puzzles using variations of
a novel graphical interface. Participants using interfaces
that were consistent with the causal guidelines consistently
solved the puzzle faster than participants using inconsistent
interfaces. We also discuss common interactions already
consistent with the causal guidelines as well as areas where
the guidelines are likely to apply successfully. The causal
order guidelines provide specific utility while also
demonstrating how principles of causal psychology can be
applied to help interface designers better convey the
functionality of their interfaces.
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Our approach attempts to capitalize on users’ real-world
experience without committing to a specific metaphor by
supporting the reification of interface elements. The
reification principle states that both control and data
elements should be conceptualized as objects and not mere
abstract representations of actions or properties [3,13]. We
apply basic principles of causal psychology, how people
think about interactions between objects and events, and
translate them into interaction design guidelines. The goal
of these guidelines is to make an interface feel like it
functions via realistic causal mechanisms, making the parts
of the interface behave more like objects and making their
functionality easier to learn.
Causal Reasoning in Graphical Interfaces

INTRODUCTION

The interface design philosophy of Direct Manipulation
[11,17] states that interfaces should behave like
environments where users can directly manipulate the
objects of interest for their task, as opposed to behaving like
intermediaries between users and their tasks. To this end, an
interface benefits from behaving like a predictable
environment containing task-relevant objects that interact in
predictable ways.
Often an interface achieves directness by mimicking a
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specific real-world environment, called a metaphor [5].
Common metaphors include the desktop and folders
metaphor for organizing files and the tools and canvas
metaphor for creating and manipulating images. However,
metaphors are not without their problems. They can be too
limiting when they introduce artificial constraints merely
because those constraints exist in the real-world
environment. They can also be confusing when users make
assumptions based on the metaphor that aren’t maintained
in the interface. For example, users can estimate the length
of a book based on its visual size in the real world, but not
on a computer desktop.

Two typical questions for a user learning a novel interface
are “What does this [button] DO?” and “What CAN BE
DONE to this [text]?” These questions ask about the causal
roles of objects in the interface. Whenever objects interact
and one object causes a change in another, e.g. a baseball
breaking a window, the causal roles of the source object
(baseball) and destination object (window) determine what
will happen. An object’s causal source roles refer to what it
is capable of doing to other objects and its causal
destination roles refer to what other objects are capable of
doing to it [9,19]. The combination of the baseball’s source
roles of being hard and reasonably heavy and the window’s
destination role of being fragile leads to the window
breaking when they interact.
The same causal analysis applies even more concisely to
GUIs because GUI objects have fewer causal roles than
real-world objects do. Most objects in an interface have
either source roles, e.g. buttons, or destination roles, e.g.
text in a word processor, but not both. Once a user has
learned those roles, they have learned how to use the
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interface. Therefore, the important question is how we can
make learning causal roles easier. To this end, we explore
the psychological principles of causal reasoning and
attempt to translate them into design guidelines for making
causal roles and relations easier to learn. In this paper, we
present two principles and their respective guidelines,
causal order and continuity.
Causal Order

Not only do causes necessarily precede their effects, but
people find it easier to think about causal systems when
they observe and attend to causes prior to their effects. For
example, prediction is easier than diagnosis [7,18]. It’s
easier to infer that a person was late for work if you know
their train was delayed and harder to infer that their train
was delayed if you know they were late to work. People are
also better at learning the structure of a causal system when
they observe a cause before observing its effects, even
when they know the order of observations is irrelevant [14].
Students also prefer to write mathematical equations
according to their causal order [16]. For equations
representing multiple causes of a single effect, students
choose to structure the equation such that all of the causes
lie on one side of the equation and the sole effect on the
other. They also find the equations easiest to understand in
this form.
When extended to objects and their causal roles, the causal
order principle suggests that it is easier to think about an
interaction between objects when attending to the object
with the causal source role before the object with the causal
destination role. This leads to the causal order design
guideline:
In any interaction that changes an element of the interface,
the element that changes should be the last element the user
interacts with.
In other words, the causal order guideline suggests having
users click (or touch, gesture at, or otherwise stimulate)
buttons, menus, and other controls before clicking on the
objects that they influence. The brush tool in painting
programs is causally ordered because the user first selects
the brush then applies it to the canvas. The bold and other
style buttons in word processors are not causally ordered
because the user first selects the text to be changed. The
highlighting tool in Microsoft Word is mixed because it can
be used in either order.
We assert that causally ordered interactions are easier to
learn than inconsistent interactions. Experiments 1 and 2
test this assertion with novel interfaces that differ only in
the order of interactions, but first we describe the second
causal guideline.
Continuity

Another fundamental property of a causal relation is that
it’s built upon a continuous process leading from cause to
effect, called a mechanism. Mechanisms are how causes

bring about their effects and are central to people’s concept
of causality [1]. The plausibility of mechanisms helps
distinguish rational causal beliefs from mere superstition,
e.g. attributing a broken window to the kids playing outside
or to a black cat encountered earlier. When the mechanism
is visible, such causal attribution becomes obvious. If you
see the path of a baseball from the hand of a pitcher to a
window as it breaks, you don’t pause to consider why the
window broke or who is responsible. Cases like this involve
causal perception in that the causal relation is directly
perceived, not inferred [15]. Therefore, the continuity
guideline suggests making mechanisms visible in
interactions in order to make the causal interactions
obvious.
Any change to an object should follow a continuous visible
path from the interaction with the object that controls the
change, to the changed object when it changes.
In other words, when a user interacts with a button or other
control object to make another object change, the change
should flow visibly from the control object to the changing
object. Note that there are multiple ways to implement
continuity; it is not necessary to add superfluous animations
to an interface. The brush tool in painting programs is
continuous because the cursor changes to represent the
brush and follows a continuous path to wherever the brush
is applied on the canvas. The bold button in text editors is
not continuous because the text becomes bold when the
button is pressed without any visible process connecting the
two. The highlight tool in Microsoft Word is again mixed
because it can behave like either of the above, depending on
the order of interactions. In the discussion section we
address why causal order and continuity tend to be
correlated, but first we present experiments testing the
usefulness of the guidelines. We assert that continuous
interactions are easier to learn. Experiment 3 tests the
assertion by comparing novel interfaces that differ only in
whether the animations triggered by their interactions make
the interactions continuous.
EXPERIMENTS

The following three experiments test the efficacy of the
causal guidelines in making interactions easier to learn by
presenting participants with a novel interface which they
need to use in order to solve a puzzle. Minimal variations
on the interfaces manipulate whether they are consistent
with the guidelines. Experiment 1 tests the causal order
guideline. Experiment 2 separates the measures of learning
and efficiency by examining learning curves. Finally,
Experiment 3 tests the continuity guideline.
Experiment 1 – Causal Order

This experiment tests the causal order guideline by asking
participants to solve a puzzle with a novel interface. In this
puzzle, properties are transferred from one object to another
either by selecting the source first and then the destination
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(causal order condition), or by selecting the destination then
the source (non-causal order condition; see Figure 1).
Interfaces

As seen in Figure 1, each interface consisted of eight
objects (circles with 62 pixel diameters and 48 pixel
margins) arranged in a three-by-three grid. Participants
interacted with the objects by clicking on pairs of objects to
use one to modify the other, but the order differed between
interfaces as shown in Figure 2. In the causal order
interface, participants first clicked on the object to use and
then on the object to modify and in the non-causal order
interface the order was reversed.

displayed for comparison to the blank object. The eraser
button changed the cursor to an eraser that would return any
object to its initial state. The cursor button returned the
cursor to its normal function.

Figure 2: In order to make the blank object red in the
causal order interface (a), the user first selects the red
object then the blank object. To do the same in the noncausal order interface, the user first selects the blank
object then the red object.

Figure 1: The puzzle interface from Experiments 1 and
2. The instructions read “The goal is to make the top left
circle look like the circle on the right. You can use the
eraser to undo all changes to a circle. Good luck!”

The puzzle was implemented using Microsoft Silverlight
and ran in the participant’s browser of choice.

The effect of modifying an object depended on both
objects. The blank circle in the top-left was passive. It could
be modified, but couldn’t modify other objects. Each of the
bottom six objects had a central property that defined both
how it modified other objects and how it was modified by
other objects. In order from top-left, the objects’ properties
were blue, inner star, thick border, outer star, green, and
red. For example, applying the blue object to the thick
border object made its thick border blue but didn’t change
its fill color. Modifying a star object modified the star
instead of modifying the circle. This enabled participants to
chain modifications, which was required to solve the
puzzle. For example, in order to give the blank object a blue
border, a participant first had to modify the border object as
described above and then use it to modify the blank object.
The other parts of the interface included the goal object in
the top-right of the grid and the cursor and eraser buttons.
The goal object didn’t respond to interactions and was

Procedure

Participants received only minimal instruction, as seen in
Figure 1. To solve the puzzle, they had to make the blank
object match the goal object. The interface recorded each
click on an object, but analyses focused on the overall time
and number of clicks taken to solve the puzzle. The fastest
solvers in each condition received a bonus. Participants
could take as much time as needed, but after 10 minutes
were offered (without forewarning) the opportunity to quit
without penalty.
Participants

Participants did the study online and were recruited through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Of 33 participants, 17
were randomly assigned to the causal order condition, and
16 to the non-causal order condition. All participants
reported normal color vision.
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Results

Discussion

All participants in the causal order condition solved the
puzzle, compared to only 63% of participants in the noncausal order condition (p<.006, binomial test) as seen in
Figure 3. We included participants’ quitting time as a lower
bound on how long it would have taken them to solve the
puzzle.

Participants were more effective in the causal order
condition, demonstrating the effectiveness of the causal
order guideline. The guideline was designed to aid users in
forming a causal model of the interface and we propose that
this explains the advantage. However, there is an alternative
explanation. The causal order guideline prescribes that the
user should interact last with the element that changes,
making it easier to notice and remember which actions
generated which outcomes. This means that the user is
attending to where the change occurs when it occurs. It is
possible that regardless of users’ causal understanding of an
interface, simply making sure that changes occur where
they are attending is what makes the interface easier to
learn. Although this does not undermine the value of the
causal order guideline, it does raise the question of why the
guideline is effective. We control for a similar explanation
in Experiment 3 and discuss the attentional account further
in the general discussion.
Experiment 2 - Learning Curves

Participants solved the puzzle faster when the interface was
consistent with the causal order guideline. Our hypothesis is
that the guideline made the interface easier to learn, but a
possible alternative is that it made the interface more
efficient to use. Experiment 2 presented participants with a
series of puzzles, each with a different goal object, to
distinguish learning from efficiency. We predict that the
causal order interface is easier to learn, not necessarily
more efficient to use, and so participants’ performance in
this condition should improve faster over time, i.e. a higher
learning rate, than in the non-causal order condition.

Figure 3: In Experiment 1, all participants using the
causal-order interface solved the puzzle as opposed to
two-thirds of participants using the non-causal order
interface.

To better understand any effects of learning, we also
investigated the effect of explicit, verbal instruction. Some
participants were told how the puzzle works before
attempting to solve it.
Interfaces

Both the causal order and non-causal order interfaces were
identical to those used in Experiment 1.
Figure 4: Participants using the causal order interface
solved the puzzle faster than those using the non-causal
order interface.

Procedure

Participants in the causal order condition completed the
puzzle in less time (t=2.46, p<0.03, M=6.35 min., SD=3.68)
and fewer clicks (t=3, p<0.01, M=151 clicks, SD=96.84)
than participants in the non-causal order condition
(M=10.63 min., SD=5.97; M=282 clicks, SD=140.60).
These results support our hypothesis that an interface is
easier to use when it is consistent with causal order.
Participants took longer to complete a task with a novel
interface when the interface dynamics were inconsistent
with natural causal order.

The procedure for solving each puzzle was the same as in
Experiment 1, except that participants didn’t receive a
bonus for faster solutions and didn’t get the option to quit.
Unlike Experiment 1, participants solved eight consecutive
puzzles. All of the puzzles used the same interface, but each
iteration involved a new randomly generated goal. All of
the puzzles were equally difficult as measured by the
number of moves in the optimal solution.
In addition, some of the participants using each interface
received extra instructions before the first puzzle, including
a description of how the interface works, similar to the
description above, and accompanied by the appropriate half
of Figure 2.
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Figure 5: Average learning curves with the causal order and non-causal order interfaces.

Participants

34 undergraduates with normal color vision participated in
exchange for course credit. 15 took part in the non-causal
order condition, of which 8 received explicit instructions.
The remaining 19 participated in the causal order
condition, and 11 of them received explicit instructions.
Results

Figure 5Error! Reference source not found. shows the
average learning curve for each interaction order. We
analyzed the solutions with split-plot ANOVAs of solution
time and number of clicks as functions of interaction order,
iteration, and instructions. Participants solved the puzzles
faster with practice (F(1,30)=365.83, p<.001). Participants
using causal interactions were faster than those using non-

causal interactions (F(1,29)=22.27, p<.001), although the
difference decreased with practice as performance
approached asymptote (F(1,30)=5.28, p=.029). Instructions
had no significant effect on solution times and had no
interactions with other variables. Therefore, further
analyses ignored whether participants received instructions.
The analysis of number of clicks showed a similar pattern.
In order to distinguish whether the causal order was
improving learning or efficiency, we fit an exponential
model to each participant’s learning curve [10] using an
MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) model fitting
procedure. The model is expressed in the equation
f(t)=A+Be-αt which has separate parameters for learning rate
(α), efficiency (B), and asymptotic performance (A). Figure
6 compares the distribution of participants’ model

Figure 6: Comparison of learning curve model parameters shows a higher learning rate with the causal order
interface.
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parameters across interaction orders. Participants using
causal order had a higher learning rate than those using
non-causal order (t(32)=3.48, p=.001). In contrast, there
was no difference in the effectiveness parameter.
Participants using causal order also had slightly better
asymptotic performance (t(32)=2.06, p=.047). A similar
analysis using a power law model instead of the exponential
model yielded similar results.

possibilities artificially by adding distractors that capture
visual attention automatically. Distractors were added to the
interface as described below in order to disrupt continuity
of visual attention in all conditions.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 show that it is learning and not
efficiency that is supported by the causal order guideline, as
predicted. The finding supports the claim that causal order
makes interactions more intuitive and easier to learn.
Experiment 3 - Continuity

Experiments 1 and 2 explored the causal order guideline
and found that it helps users learn a novel puzzle interface
faster. Experiment 3 investigates the continuity guideline
using the same puzzle but a slightly different interface. The
continuity guideline states that when interacting with one
object in an interface that affects another object, the effect
should flow along a continuous path from the source to the
destination.
Our first attempt at exploring continuity tested whether
changing the cursor to represent the effect, as per the tool
metaphor, is more effective than displaying the effect in a
static location. Participants were faster with the continuous
interface, but there were too many differences between the
interfaces to pinpoint what made the continuous condition
more effective. We designed Experiment 3 to control for
those differences.

Figure 7: In Experiment 3, the objects were arranged in
a circle and the effect of the current interaction was
presented in the center (except in the follow interface).
The blue and red arrows show the paths of the effect
animation in the continuous and discontinuous
interfaces when applying the red object to the blank
one.

First, in Experiment 3, all conditions were animated and the
animations took the same time in all conditions. The only
difference between the continuous and discontinuous
interfaces was whether the animations created paths from
source objects to destination objects.
Second, Experiment 3 included two different continuous
interfaces to compare with the discontinuous interface and
with each other. One continuous interface included a simple
animation from source to destination and the other included
an animation that followed the cursor’s path. One reason for
the different continuous interfaces was to test whether some
implementations of the continuity guideline, as described
earlier, are more effective than others. The second reason
was to test whether learning depends on keeping the
transferred property close to the focus of attention, in this
case the cursor.
Finally, Experiment 3 was designed to distinguish between
continuity of the representation of a change, as stated in the
guideline, and continuity of visual attention. Similar to the
attentional explanation in Experiment 1, the continuity
guideline could be effective either by aiding causal learning
or by guiding attention. In addition to comparing the two
continuous conditions, we aimed to distinguish the two

Interfaces

The interface in Experiment 3 included the same objects as
the interface from previous experiments, but all interactions
were in causal order and the objects were arranged in a
circle to support displaying property animations during the
interactions (see Figure 7). Each animation presented the
effect being applied in that interaction, began when the
source was selected and ended when the destination
changed. For example, if a participant made the blank
object red, a red circle appeared when they clicked on the
red object, was animated along its path, and disappeared
when the blank object turned red. Visual aspects of the
animations, such as size, speed, and duration, were also
matched across all variations of the interface.
The distinction among the three variations of the interface
was the path that the animated property followed and
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whether it connected the interaction’s source to its
destination, as seen in Figure 7. In the discontinuous
interface animations began at the leftmost point on the
circle, paused in the center of the circle and finally ended at
the rightmost point on the circle after a destination was
selected. The leftmost and rightmost points of the circle
were left empty so that regardless of which objects were
chosen as the source and the destination, the animation did
not create a continuous path between them. In the follow
interface animations began at the source object, followed
the path of the cursor and ended at the destination object
after it was selected. Finally, the continuous interface
animations began at the source object, paused in the center,
and finally ended at the destination object. The animations
in the follow and continuous interfaces satisfied the
continuity guideline by creating continuous paths from
sources to destinations. The follow interface linked the
property to the cursor and the continuous interface kept
them independent, representing implementations that
change the cursor and add simple animations respectively.
For the sake of brevity, we don’t report another experiment
that changed the appearance of the cursor instead of adding
a follow animation and found an advantage for the
continuous interface. Experiment 3 included the follow
interface because it is more comparable to the other
interfaces.

We used TurkGate [8] to exclude participants that already
participated in any of the previous experiments.
Results

87% of participants solved the puzzle and there was no
difference between interfaces (Sc=87%, Sf=89%, Sd=85% ;
χ2(2)=0.34, p=0.85). The remaining analyses only include
participants who solved the puzzle. Figure 8 shows how
long it took participants to solve the puzzle with each
interface, as measured by number of clicks. We focus on
number of clicks because of uncertainty in whether
participants were slowed down by waiting for animations to
complete. We also analyzed the solution times in minutes,
and the results were analogous except where noted below.
Planned comparisons tested whether participants solved the
puzzle faster with the continuous interfaces, continuous and
follow, relative to the discontinuous interface and whether
they solved it faster in the follow condition than in the
continuous condition. ANOVA contrasts yielded a
significant difference between the continuous interfaces and
the discontinuous interface (M=113.87 clicks, SD = 70.87;
t(116)=2.06, p=.04) but no difference between the two
continuous interfaces (t(116)=0.5, p=.61), follow (M=88.88,
SD=54.72) and continuous (M=98.72 , SD=56.86).

In order to distinguish between continuity of the
representation of the effect and continuity of visual
attention, the interfaces also included visual distractors
designed to automatically capture visual attention. Each
distractor was a crosshair 25 pixels across that randomly
appeared in one of four locations inside the circle every 1.52.5 seconds. In addition to the random distractors, one of
the left distractors flashed each time a source was chosen.
This was meant to draw attention towards the beginning of
the animation in the discontinuous condition and away from
the animation in the continuous conditions. Similarly, one
of the right distractors flashed just before each destination
changed. Participants were instructed to ignore the
distractors. As evidence that the distractors were effective,
participants took longer to solve the puzzle than in a pilot
study that was identical except that it did not have
distractors.

Figure 8: Comparison of solution times in Experiment 3
measured in number of clicks. Solution times were
faster with the continuous interfaces (continuous and
follow) when combined than with the discontinuous
interface. There was no significant difference between
the continuous interfaces.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, where
participants solved a single puzzle. The fastest solvers
received a bonus and participants had the option to quit
after 10 minutes.
Participants

137 participants were recruited through AMT and were
assigned randomly to the three interfaces. Each participant
was paid for their participation, and the fastest 10% of
participants in each condition received an additional bonus.

Analyzing the solution times in minutes gave the same
results, except that the non-significant difference between
the continuous interfaces was in the opposite direction, the
continuous condition was faster than the follow condition.
This further supports the conclusion that there was no real
difference between the different continuous interfaces.
Discussion

Participants using the interfaces consistent with the
continuity guideline solved the puzzle faster than those that
solved the puzzle using the inconsistent interface regardless
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of the implementation. The solutions in all conditions were
slower than in previous experiments and slower than in a
similar study with no distractors. We attribute this to the
distractors successfully grabbing participants’ attention and
to participants waiting for animations between clicks. In
this way we controlled for the attentional explanation that
was not addressed in Experiments 1 and 2. Together with
the lack of difference between the continuous conditions,
this reinforces our proposal that the causal guidelines are
effective because they support causal learning.
DISCUSSION

Our experiments found that each of the causal guidelines
helped design novel interfaces that were easier to learn. In
this section, we discuss what interfaces are most likely to
benefit from causal interactions as well as which common
interactions are causal and which are not. The following
discussion assumes that the causal guidelines are effective
because they support causal learning although most of our
claims hold even if our effects have a different source, such
as locus of attention. Because causal relations are often
perceived directly rather than reasoned about, causality and
attention can be very difficult to separate. In addition to
people’s expectations about causal relations guiding their
attention, where a person’s attention is focused in a visual
display influences what causal relations they perceive [6].
Although further studies are needed to determine the exact
role of attention in the effectiveness of the guidelines, we
believe the causal framing of the guidelines is the most
appropriate because it highlights where they are effective.
Where do causal interactions make sense?

The causal guidelines are guidelines about how graphical
objects in an interface should interact. Therefore, they only
apply to graphical interfaces. Some variation of them may
apply to command line interfaces, e.g. preferring verb-noun
order over noun-verb order, but this issue is outside the
current scope. The more interesting question is what
constitutes an object in a graphical interface. In our view,
any relatively stable graphical representation in the
interface is an object. This includes both data objects, e.g.
text or a canvas, and controls, e.g. buttons or menus. A
context menu that appears next to an object when you rightclick it, for example, is transient and therefore doesn’t
count as an object in itself. Therefore, it isn’t clear that the
causal guidelines apply to it.
Furthermore, the guidelines only apply to interactions that
generate changes in the interface. If the results of an
interaction aren’t represented in the interface, e.g. changing
the type of connection to a server, then the guidelines don’t
apply. Ideally, though, an interface should represent any
part of a system that the user can interact with. Not doing so
interferes with the sense that the interface is the system,
which is a central principle of direct manipulation.
Even given these limitations, the causal guidelines apply to
a surprisingly broad range of interfaces. For example, in the

TurkGate application [8] the continuity guideline inspired a
novel interaction design for what was originally a standard
web form. This web page is used to generate a script for
embedding in an AMT recruitment page to add extra
security and experimental control. In order to support easy
and intuitive revision of the form data after generating a
script, the form and results are presented side-by-side as
seen in Figure 9. The results panel slides out from under the
form only when the form is submitted, thus maintaining
continuity between the form and the generated script. The
form remains visible and the user can edit their input at any
time. If they submit again, the results panel slides back
under the form, changes while hidden to reflect the updated
input, and slides back out. User feedback has indicated that
this design makes the form easier and quicker to revise than
typical web forms.
Similar to other methods related to reification of interface
elements, causal guidelines are likely to become even more
relevant as we move beyond WIMP interfaces. The
interfaces that should benefit the most are those that
intertwine the physical world and the digital one, such as
augmented reality and tangible interfaces [12]. When both
physical objects and digital ones are part of the interface,
the causal principles become a matter of the internal
consistency of the interface instead of the consistency
between the interface and a separate real world.
Which existing interaction patterns are causal?

When reviewing existing interactions under the lens of the
causal guidelines, we found that many interactions fall into
one of two categories, selection-based or tool-based.
Selection-based interactions involve selecting the object
that the user wants to change and then interacting with other
objects that determine how it will change. When making
text bold in a text editor, the user first selects the text and
then presses the bold button to make it bold. Selectionbased interactions are very common, but aren’t causal. In
tool-based interactions, users first select an action to apply
to other objects in the interface and the cursor changes to
represent the chosen action. The user can then apply the
action to objects to change them. Tool-based interactions
are less common than selection-based interactions, but they
are causal. Our assertion is that all else being equal, toolbased interactions are more intuitive than selection-based
interactions, and are therefore preferable.
The experiments here were designed so that the information
conveyed in the causal and non-causal conditions were
closely matched. Experiment 3 was also designed to control
for the attentional explanation. Tool-based interfaces need
not administer these controls and thus benefit from both
supporting causal learning and guiding users’ attention
without the delays introduced by animations. Therefore, the
results of these studies likely underestimate the advantage
of tool-based interfaces over selection-based interfaces.
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Figure 9: The TurkGate web form implements the continuity guideline by obscuring the results section behind the
input section when generating its content and only then sliding it out to make the content visible.
If tool-based interactions are more intuitive, that raises the
question of why selection-based interactions are more
common. One possibility is that interface designers don’t
conceive of controls in the interface as objects [4].
Certainly in text editors, style controls like the bold button
behave like properties of the selected text, not like
independent objects. For example, the state of the bold
button changes when text is selected to reflect the current
style of the text. Selection-based interactions make sense
given the conceptualization of controls representing
properties and not objects. However, that raises the question
of why the properties have their own stable graphical
representations, independent of what text they are
properties of. Recent versions of Microsoft Word, for
example, have added a floating toolbar of styles that
appears when text is selected. This is a better way to
represent properties of text because it is transient and
closely linked to text selection, and therefore doesn’t
suggest that the properties are objects in their own right.
With the causal guidelines, we hope to help interface
designers distinguish between objects and non-objects in
their interface and make their behavior more consistent.
The other possible reason that selection-based interactions
are more common is that all else is not equal and selectionbased interactions have advantages that are not directly
related to causality. Two possible advantages relate to

persistence and the finality of selection. In selection-based
interactions, the object selection is persistent and the user
can easily make multiple changes to the object by
interacting with multiple controls, e.g. making text bold and
italic. In tool-based interactions, it is the chosen action that
is persistent and it can be applied to multiple objects, e.g.
painting on multiple areas in a canvas. Selection persistence
isn’t always more efficient, but it is more efficient in tasks
with a few complex objects where you make many different
changes to each object. In contrast, action persistence is
more efficient when you make the same simple changes to
many objects. However, action persistence is frowned upon
in modern design guidelines [2] because it’s considered
modal: The behavior of the program is dependent on the
action selected. Modal interfaces are used only when
absolutely necessary, e.g. when there are no individual
objects to select. Our research suggests that tool-based
interactions should be considered more often as long as the
interface can overcome the problems with modality by
making the mode salient and easy to change.
Another concern regards how interfaces freely mix causal
and non-causal interactions. For example, again in
Microsoft Word, the highlighting tool can be used in either
a selection-based manner or a tool-based manner,
presumably because of the familiar metaphor of real-world
highlighters as well as the efficiency of action persistence
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in the workflow of marking up a document. The highlighter
coexists with strictly selection-based interactions, e.g. the
style buttons, and a few strictly tool-based interactions, e.g.
the format painter. The inconsistency only becomes
apparent with the causal analysis and future research should
explore whether this inconsistency confuses users.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented two design guidelines based on
principles of human causal reasoning. The guidelines
enable interaction designers to create interactions that are
consistent with causal temporal order and the continuity of
mechanisms, so that their interfaces are perceived as a
causal system. We demonstrated how following these
guidelines makes novel interfaces easier to learn using
several different implementations of the guidelines. We also
used the guidelines to distinguish two common classes of
interactions, selection-based and tool-based, and discussed
the trade-offs involved in choosing between them. Finally,
we presented a novel design pattern for forms inspired by
the continuity guideline. We hope that this research will
encourage researchers to explore other psychological
principles that can be translated into effective design
guidelines and encourage interaction designers to adopt the
guidelines and to think about the interfaces they design as
causal systems.
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